AMD&ART in Vintondale:
Tapping Interpretive Potential
Abandoned mine drainage (AMD) is not only Appalachia’s worst environmental problem, it
is Appalachia’s worst economic and social problem. Dead streams are the orange, silent
signatures of many dying communities in Pennsylvania. AMD&ART recognizes the larger
problems of abandoned mine drainage and is working outside traditional lines to solve them.
We are reclaiming the damage wrought by AMD by creating passive treatment systems that
do more than clean the orange out of the water—we engage local citizens in cleaning the
orange out of communities. Through interdisciplinary intervention and public participation,
our treatment systems become recreational sites, art parks, educational centers, and historical
exhibits that reach people, as well as heal nature.
The first of three AMD&ART project sites, Vintondale offers a manageable discharge
central to the community, with high visibility thanks to the heavily traveled rail-trail that
borders the site. A remarkable 10% of Vintondale’s population have been working regularly
with AMD&ART’s artists, historians, and scientists to design their community park. Interest
in this new kind of community place is broad and growing, with young people in schools
and clubs working with retirees and community activists. With this venue already available,
we propose to enhance the educational and interpretive content on the Vintondale site. We
also propose to enhance the greater public knowledge of this new process of community
driven AMD remediation by completing a broadcast-quality documentary.
AMD&ART has already acquired funding for the construction of the treatment system and
the wetlands, and a minimal amount of funding has been accumulated to begin the
educational, interpretative, and recreational aspects of the program. However, additional
funding is needed to completely take advantage of the site’s potential for learning,
inspiration, and healing. The AMD&ART project in Vintondale offers the Department of
Environmental Protection a safe, exciting opportunity to be the final cap on an already
highly successful project.
The proposed interpretive program for the site will be the overall blanket that visitors will
see. The elements will go beyond typical signage, and will be visual, as well as textual.
Embossed photos, drawings, and sculptures will communicate environmental and historical
concepts. For example, limestone markers, inscribed with text and drawings about AMD
treatment, will invite visitors to wander through the treatment system’s crushed limestone
walkways. Trails throughout the site will be host to interspersed signs, embossed with
photos and inscribed with historical quotes about miners’ experiences of life underground.
Listening to birds chirp as they wander through the wildlife uplands, visitors will be
confronted with the contrasting descriptions of the Blacklick valley under a shadow of coal
oven smoke. Information about habitat created by native vegetation will be sandblasted into
limestone markers, with leaf drawings and tree descriptions. Markers and artistic elements
such as these will tie together the other three focal points.
This program has three large components, and each will provide a different teaching point
about passive treatment, acid mine drainage, and the history within the park. The first
element will be located immediately adjacent to the Ghost Town Trail and will be the

beginning of the historical explanation. A large-scale, historically accurate Sanborne map
mosaic will represent the layout of the buildings of the Vinton Colliery, once located on this
35-acre site. Ten feet away on the opposite side of the trail, at the historic mine opening to
Mine No. 6, visitors will encounter a miner’s memorial. The memorial will involve maps,
photographs, and a timeline, which will collectively reconstruct the proud history of hard
work and the devastating impact of the environmental, social, and economic downfall that
followed. Visitors will not only see acid mine drainage being cleansed, but will learn what
happened to bring it about.
The second teaching point will begin at the acid pool, at the head of the treatment system.
Before the metals-laden water enters the wetland cells and SAPS pond to be treated, the
water is collected in a settling basin. In this limestone-coated pool, the sides of the basin will
turn vibrantly red-orange, as metals precipitate out. This pool, along with pH meters in each
pond, wetland cells, crushed limestone walkways between the ponds, and the final settling
basin, will comprise a “learning center” for school groups and visitors. The components of
passive AMD treatment--dissolved metals, pH, vegetation, and mine pools--will already be
present and visible. To enhance the educational potential for the treatment system, we
propose to include limestone for spillways and walkways, pH meters, and interpretive
signage to more clearly and effectively communicate these scientific concepts.
The third interpretive segment of the Vintondale site is the release channel for the treated
water. After a trip through the treatment system, the water enters a clarification marsh and a
polishing wetland. Finally, the water is returned to the South Branch of Blacklick Creek,
eventually joining the Kiski-Conemaugh river system, Pennsylvania’s River of the Year. An
essential element of this interpretive environmental art and water treatment park will be the
culmination of the water’s movement through the site. This point of return is a place for
celebration, reflection, and education. A limestone spillway designed to enhance the sounds
of splashing and gurgling will celebrate the return of now clean water back into the creek.
This point, part of the larger whole, will represent the efforts of the community in reclaiming
an industrial wasteland and cleaning their despoiled river. Using forms recalling the history
of coal, hydrological patterns, chemical transformations, and descriptions of the water’s
journey from mine to treatment, the spillway completes the interpretive efforts made to
make environmental concepts visible.
In the near future, kids will play ball and families will picnic on the now-dead land. Walking
interpretive trails, visitors will gain new perspective on the resilience of nature and the ability
of humans to work successfully together to create a new place, a renewed center of
community life. The past economic heart of the community, now abandoned, will be
transformed into the new center for the community. Tourism will increase and enhance
business life as well as civic life, bringing dollars, pride, and improved value to local
residents. With a successful program in Vintondale nearing spring construction,
AMD&ART and the citizens of Vintondale want to share the news with the rest of
Pennsylvania and the Appalachian region.
We are working with Brent Conrad, of Vivicon Productions, to create a documentary to be
aired on national television to give hope and inspiration to other Appalachian communities
suffering from the economic, environmental, and social effects of AMD. We plan publicly
broadcast the documentary on the Discovery channel and the History channel. The

community design process AMD&ART has created to design AMD treatment systems that
not only cleanse the water, but also instill pride and hope in the citizens, is a process that we
hope will be inspiring to many Appalachian communities. This video is our primary vehicle
for this larger, regional outreach to other coal-impacted watersheds. The beginning of this
project, a five-minute video, has accompanied this application.
AMD&ART’s efforts in Vintondale provide the opportunity for those behind Growing
Greener to catch a train headed for success. We are re-creating the sense of place that once
existed across the creek from the small town of Vintondale, and creating anew a place of
healing, for the land, the water, and the people. People will visit, and as they meander
through the site, they may learn something, or be changed, or inspired. The AMD&ART
site in Vintondale presents the opportunity to take a project with enormous interpretive and
educational value to a higher level. We are ready to build now, and with support from the
Growing Greener legislation, we can realize this interpretive potential. We look forward to
the possibility of working with the Department of Environmental Protection this summer
and fall to ensure that this potential is met as completely as possible.
Work Plan
Prior to Acquisition of Growing Greener Funds:
September-October 1999 – Begin Documentary
Acquire historical site footage, film current site and Vintondale residents, prior to site
construction this spring.
March-April 2000 – Refine Designs
Work with community members and artists to refine the designs for the markers, mosaic,
spillway, and mine memorial
Following Acquisition of Funds:
May-August 2000 – Installation
Concurrent with the necessary construction phases, many of the interpretive elements will be
installed on-site. Acid basin markers will be installed with the construction of the basin.
Crushed limestone walkways and adjacent markers will be installed with the construction of
the treatment ponds and berms. The river return limestone spillway will be installed
concurrently with the wetlands.
August-September 2000 – Further Installation
Install pH monitors, Sanborne map mosaic, and mine memorial.
September-October 2000 – Plant and Sandblast
Vintondale community members and AMD&ART staff will plant the vegetation—trees,
shrubs, and grasses. Artists will sandblast inscriptions in the limestone. Vegetation markers
will be installed and inscribed after the vegetation is planted.
October 2000 – Grand Opening of the Vintondale Site!
--Further budget materials available if needed.—

